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I-am-not-too-bad in Islamabad  Week Two, 18 November 2011! 
 

 
Founder, University of Peshawar (left); non-kidnapped Vice Chancellor and moi (right) 

 
So here be I. Water Team Leader to recommend a Water Center of Excellence for $5 to $7 M/year for 
three years. Looking at schools in Peshawar, Hyderabad/Karachi and Lahore. One was government-
selected for political reasons; it has few graduate students, no hydrology or water resources program, 
no engineers, poor laboratories, armed guards - its Chancellor was kidnapped months ago and is still 
missing. Another has a strong program, favored by our donor. A third has a very strong Water COE 
with a strong water resources engineering program but unfavored for political reasons! 
 
I plan to use a multi-level, fund feasibility study strategy 
which I used dozens of times on Superfund sites and recently with color-coding in my Lebanon Water 
and Wastewater Assessment to fund several tens of millions of USD for projects. Adapted to Paki. 
 
Meanwhile, I picked up a remote environmental consulting assignment. M -Soviet 
Union staff muddle it with irrelevant bureaucratic bull shit, copied from irrelevant documents to review. 

-to-face training. Must be the 
long and very nasty legacy of high levels of pesticide contamination from the Soviet era. The USSR 
was unable to achieve their agricultural production goals through socialism, though small cottage 
farming did very well, thank you!). Capitalism and self-interest in action, whot! The Soviet solution: 
apply more pesticides and fertilizers, polluting for all future their agricultural lands and water 
resources. Whadyaknow! 
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From walls and lobby of the Serena Hotel, Islamabad 

 
 

 
 


